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Overview
CCL membership and meetings

Global forum for progressing the state-of-the-art
− Metrologia Focus Issue on Length

Facilitating dialogue between NMIs and stakeholders

− CCL Digitalization

Global comparability of measurements

− CCL Guidance on CMCs and comparisons
− CCL KC Portfolio

Standards organizations, accreditors and regulators

− CCL liaison with ISO/TC 213
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CCL membership and meetings
CCL: 25 Members, 6 Observers

Since the last CGPM, the CCL community welcomed the following participants:

- NIS (Egypt) Member

- GUM (Poland) Observer

- INTI (Argentina) Observer

- NIMT (Thailand) Observer

- NSC IM (Ukraine) Observer

25-27 October 2021: 18th meeting of the CCL (Virtual meeting).

CCL WGs met regularly over the last few years.

The next CCL meeting will be in 2024. 
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Global forum for progressing the state-of-the-art
− Focus Issue of Metrologia on Length

16 papers published

(13,900) downloads and (26) citations so far 

− Improved mise en pratique, including silicon 
lattice and laser routes.

− Nano-scale metrology.

− Spectral and double-ended interferometry.

− State-of-the-art angle metrology.

− Metrology of X-ray computed tomography.

− A digital framework for realising the SI metre.
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Facilitating dialogue between NMIs and stakeholders
CCL Digitalization:

− Pilot survey on the digitalization of the SI metre

− Collaboration with the BIPM to develop an API for the standard frequencies 
of Annex 2 of the SI Brochure for a possible digital calibration certificate.
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Instrument manufacturers and end users
− Major industrial stakeholders include aerospace, 

automotive and semiconductor manufacturers but 
dimensional metrology touches every aspect of 
manufacturing 

− “MacroScale” and “NanoScale” conference series
− Presentations from equipment manufacturers, some 

end-users and other stakeholders



Global comparability of measurements
A comparison portfolio based 
on dimensional metrology 
techniques

Nine key comparisons test the 
principal techniques required 
by a competent dimensional 
metrology laboratory
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Guidance on CMCs and comparisons
Approved guidelines:

− CCL-GD-08 entitled ‘CMCs on frequency 
stabilized lasers’

− CCL-GD-07 on List of Good Practice Guides and 
similar sources of information in length 
metrology

https://www.bipm.org/en/committees/cc/ccl/publications

Approved new CCL-K11 protocol document 

Revision of the coding scheme used for numbering 
comparisons undertaken in the CIPM MRA
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https://www.bipm.org/en/committees/cc/ccl/publications


Standards organizations, accreditors and regulators
− Standards organizations

ISO/TC 213 is responsible for the ISO-GPS (Geometrical Product Specification) system of 
standards

A liaison between CCL and ISO/TC 2013 has been formalized

CCL members play a major role in national, international and industry-based standards 
organizations

− Accreditors and regulators
CCL technical decisions are used by members, observers and liaison organizations to 
support accreditors and regulators
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Outlook

A new Task Group has been created to discuss the format of laser frequency 
data for submission to the CCL-CCTF-WGFS, taking into account the needs of
the digitalized SI metre initiative.

Migration of CMCs in quantity equations is in progress.

The CCL works to optimize the NMI’s work for the CIPM MRA in a permanent 
way.
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